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Abstract—In recent years so-called stochastic power producers
(with portfolios including wind and solar power generation
capacities) are increasingly asked to participate in electricity
markets under the same rules than for conventional generators.
Stochastic power producers may act strategically in order
to decrease expected penalties induced by imbalances. Many
alternative offering strategies based on forecasts in various forms
are available in the literature. However, they assume some form
of knowledge of future market state and potential balancing
prices. In contrast here, we explore whether algorithms could
readily learn from market data and deduce how to offer
strategically in order to maximize expected market revenues.
Our analysis shows that a direct reinforcement learning
algorithm can track the nominal level of the optimal quantile
forecast to trade in the day-ahead market, while yielding higher
revenues than existing benchmark strategies.
Index Terms — renewable energy, strategic offering,
stochastic optimization, reinforcement learning, direct learning.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Over recent years the penetration of renewable energies,
such as wind and solar, has increased significantly. These nondispatchable sources of energy are of stochastic nature. Hence,
their market participation relies on forecasts with limited accuracy. The central trading floor of European electricity markets
is the day-ahead market, which typically hosts transactions
for the delivery of electricity from 12 to 36 hours in advance.
In this context, close to real-time delivery, the resulting imbalances are handled through the balancing market. Between
day-ahead and balancing market stages, the participants have
the possibility to adjust their position through intra-day market
participation. Exploiting these time gaps, combined with the
potential asymmetry in imbalance penalties, may result in
stochastic producers exhibiting strategic behaviour.
The strategic behaviour of stochastic producers, and their
resulting optimal offering strategies, has already been widely
studied in the literature, mainly for the case of wind power.
Ref. [1] showed the importance of quantile forecasts in strategic offering of a wind farm. An analytical expression for the
optimal offer at day-ahead stage based on probabilistic forecasts was proposed in [2], focusing both on profit maximization and risk aversion. Ref. [3] and [4] analysed the optimal
offering strategy of a price-maker wind power producer using
bilevel stochastic optimization approaches. Such optimization

problems become challenging to use when considering real
power system data for market equilibrium analysis. Furthermore these formulations usually rely on strong assumptions,
e.g., knowledge of opponents behaviour and supply curves in
the market, while being heavy from a computationally point
of view.
The aim of this work is to explore whether algorithms
can learn how to maximize expected profits when trading a
stochastic source by simply interacting with the market with
basic learning rules. This type of approach has already been
used in power systems operation and is commonly referred to
as reinforcement learning. Ref. [5] analysed the problem of
power systems stability control using reinforcement learning
techniques. These techniques have also been compared with
model predictive control, showing that the policies for two
algorithms were nearly equivalent [6]. Reinforcement learning
algorithms have also been proposed for automatic financial
trading. A relevant application example is that of [7], which
proposed a recurrent reinforcement learning algorithm for
financial trading and compared its performance vs. traditional
reinforcement learning algorithms. In parallel other authors
proposed trading algorithms for automated financial trading,
focusing on Q-Learning, kernel-based algorithms [8] and recurrent learning [9]. In the present case, we will test a direct
learning approach for automated trading of wind power in
electricity markets.
The paper is organised as follow. Section II presents the
formulation of the optimal offering strategy for a wind power
producer and the framework of this study. A benchmark
strategy for tracking the optimal offer is given in Section III.
Section IV describes the proposed learning algorithm within a
reinforcement learning framework. The model for simulating
wind power forecasts and generation is presented in Section
V. It is consequently used for Monte-Carlo simulations based
on real market data. The results of these simulations are shown
in Section VI while conclusions are drawn in Section VII.
II. T RADING R ENEWABLE E NERGY G ENERATION
Since this topic has been widely studied by others, we
will briefly summarize the most important concepts that are
necessary to understand the developments in the remainder of
the paper. We adopt the basic formulation of [2] for optimal

offering strategies. For a broader and more extensive coverage
of this topic we refer the reader to [10].
We assume that the wind power producer trades in the dayahead market and adjusts his position in the balancing market,
while intra-day trading is neglected due to its illiquidity.
We also assume that the producer is a price-taker, which is
generally true when the wind farm capacity is small enough
compared to the overall amount of energy traded in the
market. Besides, the wind power producer is provided with
an estimate of the cumulative distribution function FE (·) of
future wind power production. These assumptions are needed
for the analytical solution of the profit maximization problem
[11] and have been formulated in several studies, e.g., in [1]
and [2]. In addition we assume that the producer is risk-neutral
and subject to normal market rules (without any support and
with balance responsibility), with his imbalances traded under
a dual-price imbalance settlement scheme. We consider that
the producer is free to choose the contracted energy in the
day-ahead market, while huge deviations at balancing stage
are discouraged by system operators. This assumption could
be relaxed by anchoring the bid at day-ahead stage to the point
forecast as suggested by [12].
In electricity markets producers have to submit before dayeD
ahead market closure, denoted as t, the amount of energy E
t+k
they are willing to produce the following day. Offering price
is irrelevant for prioritized price-takers like renewable energy
producers. The subscript k refers to the time span between
offering and effective power production. At balancing stage the
B
producer has to contract Et+k
in order to balance his position.
D
Markets prices are denoted as πt+k
for day-ahead market and
B
πt+k for balancing market. The revenue of the trading hour
t + k is the sum of the revenue from day-ahead market ρD
t+k
and from balancing market ρB
t+k ,
B
D eD
B
B
ρt+k = ρD
t+k + ρt+k = πt+k Et+k + πt+k Et+k

(1)

e D since E B is the
In (1), the only decision variable is E
t+k
t+k
difference between the effective wind power production Et+k
eD ,
and E
t+k
B
D
et+k
Et+k
= Et+k − E
(2)
Merging (1) and (2) the revenue formulation can be rewritten
as
ρt+k
Lt+k

D
= πt+k
Et+k − Lt+k

 D
B
D
e
= πt+k
− πt+k
E
t+k − Et+k

(3)
(4)

The first term of (3) is not influenced by wind power
producer decisions and represents the revenue obtained in case
of perfect information. From here on we will focus only on
the imbalance cost Lt+k , which has to be minimized by the
wind power producer.
In a dual price imbalance settlement scheme the balancing
+
price in case of up-regulation of the system πt+k
is defined
as
(
B
B
D
πt+k
if πt+k
≥ πt+k
+
πt+k =
(5)
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if πt+k < πt+k
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while in case of down-regulation, πt+k
is given by
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B
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−
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if πt+k < πt+k
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From (4), it can be noticed that we are interested in the
B
D
difference between πt+k
and πt+k
. The imbalance penalty
+
−
in case of up-regulation ψt+k and down-regulation ψt+k
are
defined by
+
+
D
ψt+k
= πt+k
− πt+k
≥0

(7)

−
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D
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= πt+k
− πt+k
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(8)

We assume that the system can be either in up-regulation or
down-regulation, not both for the same trading period. Thank
to that we can define ψt+k as
+
−
ψt+k = ψt+k
+ ψt+k

(9)

Consequently, (4) can be rewritten using imbalance penalties and highlighting the dependency of Lt+k on the decision
e D , i.e.,
variable E
t+k
(
+
e D − Et+k ) if E
e D ≥ Et+k
ψt+k
(E
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e D that minimizes the expected imbalance
The quantile E
t+k
cost can be obtained by deriving the expectation of Lt+k with
e D , which leads to (for proof see [1])
respect to E
t+k

D∗
∗
Et+k
= FE−1
qt+k
(11)
t+k
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where qt+k
is the nominal level of the optimal quantile, i.e.,
∗
qt+k
=

−
|ψbt+k
|
−
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|ψbt+k | + ψbt+k

(12)

+
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The terms ψbt+k
and ψbt+k
in (12) are the expected value of
+
−
ψt+k and ψt+k , respectively.

III. O PTIMAL Q UANTILE T RACKING
Our objective is to analyse whether an algorithm can learn
how to track the optimal quantile in (11) by simply interacting
with the market. In this section we present a benchmark
strategy for tracking q ∗ from market data, which will be
used to assess the effectiveness of the learning algorithm. The
nominal level of the optimal quantile depends on the expected
+
−
imbalance penalties ψbt+k
and ψbt+k
. Ref. [13] described a
Holt-Winter model to forecast balancing prices in Nord Pool,
DK-1 control area. We do not aim here at developing a
forecasting model for such balancing prices. However we will
use the same approach to build a simple algorithm to track
+
−
ψbt+k
and ψbt+k
.
The expected imbalance penalty for up-regulation ψbt+ can
be obtained by the product of the expected price of up+|+
regulation given that the system is in up-regulation ψbt
with
the probability of the system to be in up-regulation pb+
.
t The
expected imbalance penalty for down-regulation ψbt− can be
computed similarly,

+|+
ψbt+ = ψbt pb+
t
−|− −
−
b
b
ψt = ψt pbt

(13)
(14)

Since we are not interested in predicting when the system
is balanced, i.e. ψt = 0, pb−
t can be readily obtained from
knowing pb+
,
with
t
pb−
b+
(15)
t =1−p
t
The problem now reduces to predicting the three variables
+|+
−|−
ψbt+k|k , ψbt+k|t and pb+
t+k|t . Each hour of the day is treated
separately, thus yielding 24 time-series to predict. We consider
a gate closure of the day-ahead market at 12:00, which implies
that at the time of placing bids the wind power producer
knows the balancing prices of the first 11 trading periods of
the day while for the others 13 periods the last observations
are the prices of the previous day. The expected values of the
+
−
imbalance penalties ψbt+k
and ψbt+k
are given by
( (·|·)
(·)
(·|·)
(·)
λψbt|t−1 + (1 − λ)(ψt − ψbt|t−1 ) if |ψt | > 0
(·|·)
ψbt+1|t =
(·|·)
(·)
ψbt|t−1
if |ψt | = 0
(16)
where λ is a smoothing factor, λ ∈ [0, 1[.
The probability of the system to be in up-regulation pb+
t can
the estimated with
pb+
t+1|t
where

=

(
+
λb
p+
b+
t|t−1 + (1 − λ)(pt − p
t|t−1 )
pb+
t|t−1

if p+
t 6= 0.5
if p+
t = 0.5
(17)



1
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where ψt0 is the scaled imbalance penalty, while ∆qt is the
difference between qbt|t−1 and the nominal level qt of the
optimal quantile observed at t,
∆qt = |b
qt|t−1 − qt |

The value of qt is obtained following the simple set of rules,


if ψt > 0
0
qt = 0.5
(22)
if ψt = 0


1
if ψt < 0
In parallel, the imbalance sign of the system It in (20) is
defined as


if ψt > 0
1
It = 0
(23)
if ψt = 0


−1
if ψt < 0
The action taken by the wind power producer is subsequently chosen using a parametric function of the form
actt+1 = δ∆qt (θ1,t + θ2,t |ψt0 |) tanh(θ3,t It )

ψt > 0
ψt = 0
ψt < 0

(18)

Application of such an exponential smoothing approach
requires an initial guess for the signal to track. We fixed pb+
0
+|+
−|−
to 0.5, while ψb0 and ψb0 were set to 10 and -10 e/MWh,
respectively.
IV. L EARNING A LGORITHM
In a reinforcement learning framework an agent has to learn
how to select the most profitable action in a set of possible
alternatives, given the system state [14]. In this application
we consider that the wind power producer, i.e. the agent, is
trading wind power based on probabilistic forecasts of future
wind power production. At each time step the producer has to
decide how to modify the nominal level qbt|t−1 of the quantile
used in the previous trading day,
qbt+1|t = qbt|t−1 + actt+1

(19)

As for Section III we consider 24 separate time series, one for
each trading hour the day.
The action selection is based on information on the system
state st , which is defined by
st = (∆qt , |ψt0 |, It )

(20)

(24)

where the term tanh(θ3,t It ) determines the direction of the
action, while δ∆qt (θ1,t + θ2,t |ψt0 |) gives the amplitude of the
action.
The wind power producer starts trading with random initial
values for θ, while iteratively updating their values in order
to maximize revenues. The revenue due to an action is
determined as the difference between the imbalance cost in
case of no action (i.e., qbt+1|t = qbt|t−1 ) and the imbalance cost
having performed actt+1 . This writes
Rt+1 = Lt+1 (b
qt|t−1 ) − Lt+1 (b
qt+1|t )

if
if
if

(21)

(25)

The producer receives a positive revenue if, thanks to
actt+1 , he has decreased imbalance costs, while a negative
revenue if its action has increased them. At time of placing
bids in the day-ahead market the wind power producer upgrades the values of θ before selecting the new action. Here
we consider a direct reinforcement approach, introduced by
[7], for updating the parameters θ. Even if each trading hour
is treated separately we assume that the action is selected using
the same rules for all the trading periods. Once a day, as close
as possible to day-ahead market gate closure, the parameters
are updated with
θt+1 = θt + γ

24
X
∂Rt,h
∂θt

(26)

h=1

The derivative of the revenue of a single trading hour h with
respect to θ in (26) is defined as
∂Lt+1 (b
qt|t−1 ) ∂ qbt|t−1
∂Lt+1 (b
qt+1|t ) ∂ qbt+1|t
∂Rt+1
=
−
∂θt+1
∂ qbt|t−1
∂θt
∂ qbt+1|t
∂θt+1
(27)
while the derivative of Lt+1 with respect to qbt is


∂F −1 (b
qt )
∂Lt+1 (b
qt ) ψt+1 Et+1
if Lt+1 > 0
=
(28)
∂ qbt

∂ qbt
0
if Lt+1 = 0

Figure 1.

Nominal level of the optimal quantile predicted by different algorithms

and finally the derivative of qbt+1|t with respect to θ is
∂ qbt|t−1
∂ qbt+1|t
∂actt+1
=
+
∂θt+1
∂θt
∂θt+1

(29)

The value of ∂ qbt+1|t /∂θt+1 has to be stored at each step
and used for the next one, both for (27) and for computing
∂actt+1 /∂θt+1 . As for the exponential smoothing approach,
our reinforcement learning algorithm needs an initial value of
qb. We fixed qb0 to a value of 0.5.

effective wind power production is randomly chosen from the
distribution,
Et
∼ Beta(µt , σt2 )
(32)
E max
Table I
PARAMETERS OF THE WIND POWER FORECAST AND OBSERVATIONS
SIMULATION MODEL

αµW F

βµW F

2
σmax

2
∆σmax

E max [MW]

1.22

3.86

0.05

0.02

20

V. W IND P OWER F ORECASTS
Wind power forecasts are to be used as input to the
offering strategies, since the optimal quantile to be offered
in the market is then to be extracted from input probabilistic
prediction for power generation at each and every market
time units of interest. In our simple simulation framework the
expected value of wind power production for any given time
t follows a Beta distribution,
µt ∼ Beta(αµwf , βµwf )

(30)

where the values of αµwf and βµwf where chosen to have
likely set of expected power values, summarized in Table I
hereafter. The variance of the wind power predictive densities
is then obtained as
2
 2

∆σmax
U(−1, 1) µt (1 − µt )
σt2 = 4σmax
+
2

(31)

The cumulative distribution function of wind power forecasts is obtained by µt and σt2 using a Beta distribution. From
the cumulative distribution function we extract 19 quantiles,
i.e. from 5% to 95%, which represent the information that
the producer has available at time of placing bids. Finally the

VI. S IMULATIONS
The algorithm was tested based on market data from 2013
to 2015 for the DK-1 area of Nord Pool Spot. We simulated
the wind farm operation by sampling wind power quantile
forecasts and actual power production as described in Section V. Our Monte-Carlo simulation uses a sample of 40
realisations of power production time series and associated
forecasts. Even if real data of wind farms were available,
we decided to perform such a Monte-Carlo simulation to test
the robustness and effectiveness of the learning approach. In
this application the algorithm has to learn market dynamics,
which are independent from the wind data used. At the
same time the algorithm learns form market revenues which
are strongly influenced by them. The results of the learning
process performed on one or few wind power production time
series, even if real data, can not represent a reliable proof of
the robustness of the algorithm.
Figure 1 shows the nominal level of the optimal quantile
offer tracked with the benchmark strategy using two different
values of the smoothing factor and with the reinforcement
learning algorithm. The tracking of the exponential smoothing
algorithm depends only of market price data, resulting in a

Table II
T OTAL IMBALANCE COST FOR DIFFERENT TRADING STRATEGIES
[103 e]

point
forecast

exp. smooth.
λ = 0.1

exp. smooth.
λ = 0.05

reinforcement
learning

µ
σ

228.16
4.12

224.07
4.98

218.48
4.73

217.37
4.54

common prediction for each scenario. The red continuous
line in Fig. 1 refers to the predictions using a smoothing
factor λ of 0.1, while the green continuous line a λ of 0.05.
Conversely the qbt+1|t estimated by the learning algorithm
are influenced, mainly in the first stages, by wind power
production data. The mean value of the 40 predictions is
represented with a blue continuous line in Fig. 1, while the
light shaded area is bounded by the minimum and maximum
value of qbt+1|t predicted by the algorithm. In addition the
dark shaded area shows the variance of the trajectories for
the optimal quantile offers. Figure 1 shows that the learning
algorithm needs around 200 trading days in order to converge
to a stable condition, since the shaded areas after this training
period converges to the mean value. The algorithm seems able
to learn how to track the nominal level of the optimal quantile
since his behaviour after around 200 days is similar to the
benchmark strategies. Figure 2 shows the cumulative revenues
of the different strategies with respect to a non strategic
behaviour, i.e. when the producer bids at day-ahead stage the
point forecast of future wind power production. The three
continuous lines refer to the mean values of the cumulative
revenues, while the colours respect the notation described in
Fig. 1. The shaded areas define the variance around the mean
value. For the first 150 days the learning algorithm shows
the best result, even if this may be seen as luck since the
algorithm has not yet reached a stable condition. Between
day 150 and 750 the learning algorithm and the benchmark
strategy that uses λ = 0.05 have similar performance, while
after day 750 the learning algorithm appears most effective.
The learning algorithm increases the cumulative revenues in
Fig. 2 of around 164% and 11% with respect to the exponential
smoothing approach using λ of 0.1 and 0.05. Finally, Table
II gathers the total imbalance costs under different trading
strategies. The reinforcement learning algorithm is able to
reduce the mean value of the imbalance cost by approximately
5% compared to the point forecast strategy.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORKS
This paper analysed whether an algorithm can learn how to
strategically use wind power forecasts in order to maximize
expected market revenues. The proposed algorithm indeed
shows a capability to learn how to track the nominal level of
the optimal quantile to offer by simply interacting with the
market, without a-priori knowledge of the cost function to
minimize.
The presented model could be used, in future, for a
wider analysis on the effects of strategic behaviour of wind
producers. When several small producers act strategically

Figure 2. Cumulative revenues of different algorithms with respect to a
non-strategic point forecast strategy

simultaneously, their influence on market equilibria could be
not negligible and could affect market equilibria.
In future research we intend to test more advanced
reinforcement learning algorithms in order to improve the
performance of the trading strategy. Furthermore we will
concentrate on more general offering problems by relaxing
the price-taker assumption. Successfully applying such
reinforcement learning techniques in a price-maker setup
would allow bypassing some of known drawbacks of existing
bilevel optimization approaches with demanding assumptions
and high computational burden.
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